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14 New Uniques
All come from the new bosses

Only the chase ones (Forbidden Flame and 
Flesh) are expensive. 

Even the ridiculously powerful Ashes of the 
Stars, Crystallised Omniscience and Melding of 
the Flash are under an exalt each now.

Splitting into 4 tiers: S, A, Meme/Bad and 
Underrated. That last can be quite good!



There’s five of them!



This has two main purposes.

Firstly – raw power. +1 gems and 16% reservation 
efficiency or more is amazing on any build.

Secondly, augmenting alternate qualities on gems.

This is the most used non-jewel unique at level 95+.

Ashes of 
the Stars



This item does only bad things on its own but…

In conjunction with the huge resistances given 
by either Mageblood or the next item, Purity of 
Ice aura, 100% aura effect, and another source 

of +5% max cold resist, this gives you 90% 
resistances to cold, fire and lightning.

Other configurations are possible too.

Melding of 
the Flesh



‘What If’ an item granted Mageblood-level power, but 
as a fairly common boss drop?

Crystallised Omniscience asks a lot of your build, but 
gives an enormous payoff – 100% or more to all 

resistances, and 100% elemental penetration.

Comparison: Uul-Netol’s Vow with Awakened Cold 
Penetration gives… about 40 to both, only for your 
chest skill and increases skill mana costs severely.

Crystallised 
Omniscience



These are the most used 3.17 
uniques among level 99+ 

characters, despite being rare 
and basically trade league 

only.

Even if you can’t afford to 
shell out 50 exalts for 

Profane Bloom, check out the 
budget choices!

A Patient Reaper pair is… just 
a couple dozen chaos and 

grants tremendous life 
recovery while mapping for 

any Assassin.

Also remember to check for a 
fifth notable in your existing 

Ascendancy, this is often a 
great choice.

Forbidden 
Flame & Flesh





The Annihilating 
Light

If damage doesn’t solve your problem, you 
aren’t dealing enough of it.

This does explosive damage at the price of 
ruining your resistances. It’s not just a       

“-60 to all elemental resistances” modifier, 
it’s a 60% less multiplier to the magnitude 

of increases/reductions to your resists.

Hefty drawback, but the item is worth it.



Applying a 20% more multiplier to damage for a ring slot is a good deal.

This is applied in the same layer as shock. 

If you both shock for 25% and Cover in Frost, the enemy will take 25% more non-cold 
damage and 45% more cold damage.

This item fell in popularity as more people acquired The Interrogation or other sources of 
Secrets of Suffering; the two effects do not work together as you must freeze/ignite.

Polaric
Devastation



Meme Tier
Uniques

Welcome to 
the dumpster

Meme Tier 
Uniques



Against bosses – the benefit of allowing your elemental damage to 
poison and setting poison chance to 100% is big. The 1.5 second 
delay is manageable… but Grasping Vines will get you killed.

Against trash – Grasping Vines will infuriate you, and the 1.5 second 
delay ensures this item does nothing.

Also, rare boots are really good right now. 100 life 17 chaos res 30 
movespeed isn’t competitive with budget 35% movespeed and 5% 
from bottom tier Exarch mods.

Inextricable 
Fate



Interesting mechanic. Terrible stats.

Would I use this over a rare if it had 500 ES? 

I think the answer is no. 

It has half that.

Sudden 
Dawn



Interesting mechanic. Terrible stats. 

Unique attack weapons are a nightmare to design as they 
have a most important stat – raw damage. Scale that too 
high and you return to the 3.7 era where melee 2H weapon 
progression was “Levelling rare  5L Starforge 6L 
Starforge 6L Starforge + GG corrupt Mirror rare”

Scale them too low, and you get Gluttonous Tide.

Gluttonous
Tide



These were broken on launch, when the cooldown didn’t 
work in some circumstances (which have been patched, 
the cooldown now works)

4 seconds is too long in a game as fast as modern POE.

These would have been cool in the 2013 era of the game

Black 
Zenith



Meme Tier
Uniques
Underrated
Uniques



Creepy name. 

Awesome mechanic.

This changes life recovery 
to work like ES but the 
numbers are too low to 
justify using it in most play.

Two seconds is too long.

The concept is incredible. 
Change this to 25-35% and 
1.20-2.00 seconds, and this 
will be used.

It’s solid with Petrified 
Blood now, but you must be 
immune to ailment damage.

Dissolution 
Of The Flesh



This shield does something powerful… with the right Vaal implicit.

20% physical to fire, plus 6-8% physical to fire as a corruption implicit 
and similar mods on other gearslots, allows a 90% fire resistance to 
provide tremendous physical mitigation.

It’s not for every build. But it’s not dumpster tier either.

The item is also common enough to corruption hunt (in trade).

Dawnbreaker



Enemies often have 15k 
armor and 7.5k evasion at 
endgame. 

Once that is stripped by 
this item, Feast is basically 
giving you 100% chance to 
hit (equivalent to a few 
thousand accuracy) and 
massive physical damage 
overwhelm.

And the charge replenish 
benefits of Replica Farrul’s
Fur against bosses.

Best for Cyclone builds as 
+striketargets is essential 
on other melee builds.

Ceaseless 
Feast


